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for more information on how to find your game on origin, please read our
how to get your game or server code and check out our getting game

codes pages for further information on how to receive your codes. the sims
3 pets is free to play on the xbox 360 and pc, but up to a certain point.

after a certain point the game makes several tasks that cost real cash. you
can choose to pay for these tasks or just end them. you can track the time
spent on completing various tasks and the cost at the top right corner of

the window. this task list can be reviewed from time to time and there are
no constraints on the number of tasks you can review. the cost differs for

every task you will need cash for: the cost of the task is reflected in its
progress bar. finally got my pets cd key. your pets can die, you get realistic

hair, 4 eyes, 4 teeth, a mouth, 2 joints, a special mouth. hmm i wonder
why i am choosing blue for my pet, it looks good but isnt my favorite color.

i shall name him/her kitten. i thought it would be cool if the viewer only
showed the pets on the sofa, but instead sims 3 pets lets you place all the
pets on each building. from game to game, the sims 3 pets is definitely the
most complex of the family to play. the best thing about the game is that
no matter if you are a beginner or experienced player there is something

for you. for beginners, the game has a tutorial where you learn how to play
through various actions to help you get the hang of the game. the game

itself is most straightforward and easy. for players who love the high tech
look in games, the game has options that let you change the look and feel
of your character for a completely different feel and appearance. this game

is a must-have for any sim lovers. i think it is one of the best games that
sims have ever had. i recommend this game to anyone who loves sims.
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